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The Stakeholder Update is designed to give AWI stakeholders an update on activities across the 
company. This is not designed to be a comprehensive report of all programs, rather an overview of 
key activities in the past few months. This update will be circulated on a quarterly basis. 
 
The update covers key activities across On-Farm R&D, Off-Farm R&D and Marketing. More 
information can be found by following the links throughout the update. 
 
For more information on the information contained in this update please contact Simon Crump, 
Industry Relations Manager, on 02 8295 3104 / 0431 959 580 or simon.crump@wool.com 
 
 
Highlights: 

 Find out when shearer and wool handler training days are happening 

 How AWI is engaging the next generation of woolgrowers 

 Get your local school involved in Wool4Skool 

 How AWI is re-educating consumers on machine washable wool 
 

On-Farm R&D 

Through On-Farm R&D AWI is delivering new knowledge and tools to help woolgrowers improve 
wool quality and productivity to reduce their costs of production and improve on-farm profitability 

Shearer and wool handler training calendar launched 

AWI has launched an online shearer and wool handler training calendar, which lists shearer and 

wool handler training days for locations across Australia. 

 

With availability of shearers and wool handlers continuing to be of concern for woolgrowers AWI 

continues to invest heavily in this area to increases shearer numbers and skill within the industry. 

 

The online calendar provides dates, locations and contact details for each state. 

 

In order to promote the positive aspects of the shearer and wool handler industry AWI has also 

started to support shearing and wool handling competitions.  

 

These competitions promote excellence and professionalism within the Australian shearing 

industry and aim to encourage young people to join the industry. 

 

Information on shearing and wool handling competition dates, rules and how local and regional 

competitions can access AWI support can be found here. 

 

Commercialisation review 

In order to ensure its R&D investments align with the priorities of woolgrowers, AWI is consulting 
with industry as part of the current review of commercialisation of genetic benchmarking tools. 
 
Key genetic benchmarking investments include initiatives such as MERINOSELECT, Sire 
Evaluation and Merino Bloodline Performance, which have all recently had their funding continued 
until June 30, 2015. 

mailto:simon.crump@wool.com
http://www.wool.com/en/on-farm-research-and-development/wool-harvesting-and-quality-preparation/shearer-and-woolhandler-training/Shearer-and-Woolhandler-Training-Calendar
http://www.wool.com/en/on-farm-research-and-development/wool-harvesting-and-quality-preparation/competitions


 

 

 
The roles and responsibilities of ram buyers, sellers and AWI will be more clearly defined through 
this process, which will also guide AWI’s future investments in this area, in order to maximise 
benefits for all woolgrowers. 
 
Woolgrowers are being asked to comment on the consultation document "Genetic Benchmarking; 
Potential For Further Commercialisation of AWI Funded or Part Funded Projects Post June 2015" 
by Monday, 10 March 2014. 

 
The consultation documents are available here. 
 

Encouraging Students Into The Wool Industry 

Following a successful pilot in 2013, preparations are underway for the 2014 National Merino 

Challenge (NMC) being held in Melbourne in May 2014. 

 

The NMC is an AWI initiative to allow young people to engage with the Merino industry by 

developing their knowledge, skills and networks, and involves presentations and demonstrations 

from industry professionals.  

 

Students participate in seven ‘mini-challenges’ over two days, testing their knowledge of Merino 

fleece, production as well as breeding and selection. 

 

To help teachers with the training they need to prepare their students for the 2014 NMC a ‘train the 

trainer’s’ workshop is being held late February. 

 

The 2014 NMC will be held at the Melbourne Showgrounds on Saturday, 24 and Sunday, 25 May 

2014. 

To encourage your local high school or university to put a team into the 2014 National Merino 

Challenge, visit the NMC website to get more information  

 
  

 
Off-Farm 

Through the Off-Farm R&D portfolio, AWI aims to generate and transfer knowledge, which fosters 

the creation of business opportunities, enhances sustainability practice, and diversifies regional 

capacity within the wool-processing pipeline, to contribute to the creation of sustainable demand 

for Australian wool. 

New supply chains for Australian wool 

AWI continues to help establish wool supply chains in emerging markets such as Vietnam, Russia, 

Belarus and the Ukraine, not only to reduce the Australian wool industry’s reliance on China, but to 

also create new market opportunities for Australian wool. 

 

In December representatives from woollen mills, scourers, weavers and fibre experts have 

travelled at their own expense to woolgrowing properties in NSW and Victoria. This is the first time 

in over two decades Russian textile interests have travelled directly to the source of the finest wool 

in the world. 

 

In September AWI signed its first Russian Woolmark licensee, and there are three more Russian 

manufacturers currently in the process of becoming Woolmark licensees. 

 

Late last year AWI hosted two events in Vietnam which showcased products produced by 

http://www.wool.com/en/on-farm-research-and-development/sheep-health-welfare-and-productivity/sheep-breeding
http://www.awinmc.com.au/


 

 

Vietnamese manufacturing partners as part of AWI’s Out of Vietnam project. 

 

The Out of Vietnam project aims to increase the amount of Australian wool processed in Vietnam. 

 

Since the Out of Vietnam project launched in 2012, AWI has worked with more than 50 

manufacturing partners, to increase their confidence in processing wool. 

 

Wool4Skool® Celebrates 50 years of wool in fashion 

Get your local school teaching students about the benefits of wool garments through Wool4Skool. 

 

Now in its fourth year, Wool4Skool® has placed Merino wool into the hands of thousands of design 

and technology high school students, introducing young Australians to the versatility of our nation's 

fibre and the fabric it creates.  

 

Through the project students demonstrate knowledge of wool and the textile innovations that have 

made it so popular with the world's leading designers for generations. 

 

A classroom project designed for the year 7-11 curriculum, Wool4Skool® is backed by a 

comprehensive resource library and over $10,000 in prizes. With 2014 marking the Woolmark 

brand's 50th anniversary, students are being inspired to design a garment for the 1960s, 70s, 80s, 

90s or today. 

 

Over 2000 teachers and students across the country have already registered for the 2014 

Wool4Skool®, with registrations closing 31 May. 

 

Teachers can register at www.wool4skool.com/  and they will be sent a teacher resource pack 

tailored to their specific year groups including large fabric samples, swatch books and classroom 

posters not to mention the endless resources online. 

 

Registrations close on 31 May, with the winners announced in August. 

 

Wool Denim 501® jeans  

AWI and Levi Strauss & Co. have collaborated to produce an historic wool denim version of the 
classic 501® jean. 
 
Made from Merino wool and cotton, these 501® jeans look like conventional denim but, as Levi 
Strauss & Co. state on their website, “they can do things no ordinary denim jeans can do, like keep 
you warmer in cold weather”. 
 
AWI CEO Stuart McCullough said Levi’s® jeans are one of the most recognisable pieces of 
clothing in the world, capturing the imagination and loyalty of people for generations. 
 
“We are delighted to partner with Levi Strauss & Co., a classic American brand famous for its 
quality, integrity and pioneering spirit. These values are completely in line with what AWI 
represents across the world. 
 
“By incorporating some Merino wool with the cotton, these wool denim 501® jeans feel warm to the 
touch, even in winter, and when wet feel drier on the skin and more comfortable than 100 per cent 
cotton,” Mr McCullough said. 
 
As part of the collaboration, Levi Strauss & Co. has become a Woolmark licensee, and AWI 
continues to work with the company on product development. 

http://www.wool4skool.com/


 

 

 
Marketing 

With coordinated strategic marketing campaigns, AWI is increasing demand for Australian wool in 
new and existing markets by recognising and addressing the barriers to wool consumption at a 
consumer and trade level. 

Machine Washable Wool 

A new campaign launched by AWI aims to overcome consumer misconceptions that wool is hard 

to care for. 

 

As a result of past investments into R&D, it is possible to put wool into the washing machine and 

dryer, however, despite these improvements; research shows many consumers associate wool 

with being hard to care for. As a result AWI recently launched the ‘Tested by Nature; Tested by us 

campaign’. 

 

The aim of the campaign is to explain to consumers that Woolmark-certified products, labelled as 

“machine wash” or “machine wash and tumble dry” are treated to prevent shrinkage, and has gone 

through rigorous testing to make sure it’s safe to machine wash and won’t felt, stain or fade. 

 

The three year campaign also involves working with processors to provide them with technical 

support on how to process machine washable wool. 

 

Click here to watch the video for the campaign. 

 

Campaign for Wool 

The Campaign for Wool is being celebrated on an unprecedented global scale with, for the first 

time, Italy taking part in the campaign’s initiatives. 

 

The Campaign for Wool was launched four years ago and is a global campaign to educate 

consumers about the environmental benefits of wool and to promote wool products to an 

international audience. 

 

With His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales the campaigns patron, Campaign for Wool uses a 

variety of engagement methods to advocate wool as “Natural, biodegradable and renewable”. 

 

The Campaign for Wool is run every year through a sequence of Wool Weeks in the most 

important key wool markets of the world through co-branding initiatives and in-store promotions. 

 

Milan hosted Italy’s inaugural Wool Week during September 2013, with promotional and 

educational initiatives taking place inside, and in the windows of, the leading Italian department 

store, La Rinascente in Milan. 

 

The seven-floor mall encompasses classic men’s wear, women’s wear, children’s wear, casual and 

sports apparel, interiors textiles and more, and was the perfect stage to promote the natural beauty 

of wool, thanks to the central position of the store, facing the Duomo of Milan, the very heart of the 

city. One million people pass every day in front of La Rinascente. 

 

To read more about Campaign For Wool activities see the December edition of Beyond the Bale or 

visit www.campaignforwool.com.au/ 

 

 

http://vimeo.com/80591760
http://beyondthebale.wool.com/?startpage=1&iid=84809#folio=1
http://www.campaignforwool.com.au/


 

 

International Woolmark Prize (IWP)  

As a way of educating up-and-coming fashion designers about the versatility and benefits of 

Australian wool, the International Woolmark Prize (IWP) continues again this year. 

 

IWP is a highly regarded international fashion prize, which has helped launch the careers of 

fashion designers such as Karl Lagerfeld and Yves Saint Laurent. 

 

Forty-eight designers from across the world were nominated to contest in the 2013/14 IWP. The 

designers came from key markets for Australian wool such as Asia, Europe, the USA, as well as 

Australia, India and the Middle East. 

 

The winner of the 2013/14 IWP will be announced in February and will have their collection sold in 

key retailers across the world, including David Jones in Sydney. 

 

Meet the finalists and read more about IWP here.  

 

Recent Media Releases and Publications 

1. DAFWA Mt Barker breech strike resistance newsletter - issue 6: This project is a 
collaborative effort with research performed by the Department of Agriculture and Food WA 
and CSIRO with funding provided by AWI. View the newsletter here 
 

2. CSIRO Armidale breech strike genetics newsletter - issue 6: Newsletter from CSIRO 
Armidale, NSW. This project is a collaborative effort with research performed by the 
Department of Agriculture and Food WA and CSIRO with funding provided by AWI. View the 
newsletter here 
 

3. The Broader View: This publication is for non-Merino woolgrowers. Articles in this edition 
include: Campaign for Wool Australia; Campaign for Wool International; Wool bedding: interest 
grows; The Wool Lab: Interiors; Sheepskin alternatives; On-farm tools for woolgrowers. View 
the latest edition here 
 

4. As the Australian summer sizzles, consumers faced with freezing conditions across key 
northern hemisphere markets are being reminded of wool's natural thermal advantages. Read 
more 

 
5. The 22 participants to take part in the 2014 Breeding Leadership course have been 

announced. Australian Wool Innovation (AWI) and the Australian Association of Stud Merino 
Breeders are behind the national initiative. The five day professional development course 
explores themes of marketing, leading and managing people, corporate governance, time 
management and strategic planning and includes some time on farm. Read more 

 
6. At its Annual General Meeting (AGM) today Australian Wool Innovation (AWI) reported on a 

year of healthy progress across marketing, research and development for the nation's 
woolgrowers. Read more 

 
7. As part of a diverse approach into researching flystrike prevention, genomics and genetics, 

intradermals, liquid nitrogen, laser treatment and the role of odour are all being explored to help 
protect the national flock from breech strike. Read more 

 
8. Reda, one of the world's most important weavers of superfine wool, has committed to a long 

term investment in Australia's superfine woolgrowers. Read more 
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